
I've mentioned that there are a lot of fake and spammy chat gpt apps in both app stores. Well
the folks behind the artificial intelligence tool have released an official app in Apple's App Store
and will be doing the same for Android users soon. I'm showing what the official app looks like
and why you should never, ever, ever download anything else.
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YOU MAY KNOW THAT CHAT GPT IS A FASCINATING TOOL AND YOU KNOW YOU
SHOULD NEVER DOWNLOAD AN APP...UNTIL NOW. I'M JAMEY TUCKER COMING UP
WITH the OFFICIAL GPT APP THAT'S SAFE TO USE.

ANCHOR INTRO

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE ARE FASCINATED WITH 'CHAT GPT'. THE ARTIFICIAL
INTELLIGENCE TOOL AND WEBSITE CAN CREATE JUST ABOUT ANYTHING.

THE POPULARITY PROMPTED SOME SHADY COMPANIES TO RELEASE THEIR OWN
CHAT GPT APPS. MANY OF THOSE APPS HAVE BEEN KICKED OUT OF THE APP STORE
FOR BAD PRACTICES. AS OUR CONSUMER TECHNOLOGY REPORTER JAMEY TUCKER
EXPLAINS, THE WAIT IS FINALLY OVER FOR AN OFFICIAL CHAT GPT SMARTPHONE
APP.

PACKAGE SCRIPT

up until now, Chat GPT apps are known to be spammy, filled with malware that can steal
information right off your phone. Now after months of waiting, there's an official app from the
folks at Chat GPT.
Here's the icon. The name is Open AI Chat GPT. It's only available in the Apple App Store for

iPhones and iPads. But an Android version is coming and will be available in the Google Play
Store soon.
The official Chat GPT app is free.
Why use an app instead of visiting the Chat GPT website in a browser? It's much faster. And if
you use the platform often, the app makes it convenient to make requests and, for example,
copy and paste the results into a messaging app
The app also syncs your history with your desktop Chat GPT account.



And if you're unfamiliar with Chat GPT, it's a platform where you can ask for anything and get
instant results. For example, ask Chat GPT to write a paper, blog post, song, or movie script and
in seconds, artificial intelligence will create what you asked for. Real estate agents use it to help
create listings. Teachers use it for lesson plans, and it'll even plan a vacation based on what you
enjoy doing.
You don't want to download, install, or use any other Chat GPT app.
I'm Jamey Tucker and the official Chat GPT app is the App of the Day.

ANCHOR TAG

THE OFFICIAL CHAT GPT APP WAS RELEASED JUST A FEW DAYS AGO AND IS
ALREADY THE NUMBER ONE APP IN APPLE'S APP STORE.

WEB STORY

Up until now, Chat GPT apps were known to be spammy and filled with malware that can steal
information right off your phone. When Chat GPT was embraced by curious users at the
beginning of the year, third-party app companies rushed to release their own versions but
charged those who downloaded them.

After months of waiting, there's an official app from the folks at Chat GPT.

The logo is exactly the same as what you see when you visit the official website,
www.chat.openai.com. The name is Open AI Chat GPT and right now it's only available in the
Apple App Store for iPhones and iPads right now. On its website announcing the new app,
Open AI tells Android users that "you're next" so an official app will land in the Google Play
Store soon.

Of course, you don't need an app to use Chat GPT on a phone as you can just visit the website.
Apps are faster though and more convenient. I found the official Chat GPT app is blazing fast
compared to opening the website in the mobile Chrome or Safari web browser.
Also by using the app, you can enter requests or prompts utilizing the phone's microphone so
you won't have to type it out on the keypad.

The app also syncs your history with your desktop Chat GPT account which can come in handy
if you have some requests and answers saved on your computer. The app was just released
and is already the #1 free app in Apple's App Store.

And if you're unfamiliar with Chat GPT, it's a platform where you can ask for anything and get
instant results created similarly to how a person would respond. For example, ask Chat GPT to
write a paper, blog post, song, or movie script and in seconds, artificial intelligence will create
what you asked for. Real estate agents use it to help create listings. Teachers use it for lesson
plans, and it will even plan a vacation based on what you enjoy doing.

http://www.chat.openai.com/


The only limit is sometimes the results can be inaccurate so it's always best to review what it's
created before posting or sharing.

The official Chat GPT app is safe to use, doesn't take up a lot of phone storage, and is very fast
and convenient.

For the time being, Android users will still need to use the Chat GPT website in a browser. The
address is chat.openai.com. You don't want to download, install, or use any other Chat GPT
app.
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